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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
This document may have problems that one or more of the following disclaimer
statements refer to:
This document has been reproduced from the best copy furnished by the
sponsoring agency. It is being released in the interest of making
available as much information as possible.
This document may contain data which exceeds the sheet parameters. It
was furnished in this condition by the sponsoring agency and is the best
copy available.
• This document may contain tone-on-tone or color graphs, charts and/or
pictures which have been reproduced in black and white.
• The document is paginated as submitted by the original source.
Portions of this document are not fully legible due to the historical nature
of some of the material. However, it is the best reproduction available




DocuRentatlon of the digital prosram "ASTP Docking Dynamics" Is lncended
to aid the engineer using the program to determine the docking system loads
and attendant vehicular motion resultfns from docklnK two vehicles that have
an androgynous, slx-hydraullc-attenuator, guide rinK, docking interface slmilar
to that designed for the Apollo/Soyuz Test Project (ASTP). In its present
form, the program is set up to analyze two different vehicle combinations:
(1) the Apollo CSH docklns to the Soyuz and (2) the Shuttle orbiter docking to
another orbiter. The subroutine "RCS" modifies the vehicle control systems to
describe one or the other vehicle comblnatlons; the rest of the vehicle
characteristics are changed by input data.
To date, the program has been used to predict and correlate ASTP docking
loads and performance _rlth docking test program results fron dyn_alc testing
conducted at NASA JSC In Houston. The program was written by Hr. John A.
Schllesing, of NASA JSC, and modlfled for use on IBM 360 computers. Parts of
the original docking system equations in the areas of hydraulic damping and
capture latches were modlfled so that they may better describe the detail
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This users guide documents the "ASTP Docking Dynamics" Fortran-H computer
program. The program computes docking system loads, vehicle loads, kinematics
of the particular docking system design used in the Apollo/Soyuz test project,
and motion of docking vehicles in response to docking loads and vehicle con-
trol system activity from the point of initial docking contact through capture
latch activation and eventual draw down. The program does not include hard
structural latching or hard docking dynamics.
The program treats the two vehicles and decking ring as rigid bodies
each wlch six degrees of freedom and a structurally compllant and hydrau-
lically attenuated docking interface between the ring and the active vehicle.
The program output is in real time print and optional time history plots of
loads and motion of the docking system and both vehicles.
The basic program was vritten for UNIVAC by NASA and modified by
J. Rolley, L. Fesler, and B. Mikhalkin to be compatible with IBM O/S 360









The "ASTP Docking Dynamics" program is recorded on nlne-track magnetic
Cape and is available from the Bockwell Space Division computer library by
calling for the mounting of tape UH9552 in the JCL cards. The program
listing, source decks, and object decks are retained in Department 214,
Croup 420, for possible future modification and as a backup for the library
tapes. The last two sections of thls document contain program flow diagrams
and locations of primary functions Co aid the engineer In troubleshooting or
finding where modifications to equations may be made.
DOCKING SYSTEM
The docking system described mathematic_ily in the "ASTP Docking
Dynamics" program is presented in Figure 1. The passive or target vehicle
docking system is presented in Figure 2. The docking mechanism concept is
a tunnel with peripheral shock absorbers connecting an androgynous floating
interface. The androgynous feature of the docking interface is provided by a
s_etrical distribution of guiSes and capture latch-as on the active vehicle
guide ring. During docking they are meshed with the reverse s_metz7 guides
on the passive vehicle guide ring. The guide ring of the active docking
system is extended from the structural base ring on six hydraulic attenuators
in preparation for docking. The passive system guide ring remains retracted.
ExCentlon is by springs inside the attenuators. Xnitlal contact is made
between guides end guide rinse. }ties distance and angular _LsalIsnments are
indexed into alignment by the guides. Once the guide rings are coincident,
the active system capture latches engage the passive vahicZe's body-mounted
latches for initial mechanical connection of the two docking vehicles.
Attenuator hydraulic damping and extend springs control the relative motion
of the two vehicles. Once the vehicles are stabilized, the active system
cable retract mechanism is activated, and the two vehicles are drawn together
until the structural base rings and docking tunnel seals engage. Structural
rlng latches are then actuated Co provide a rigid structural interface between
the now hard-docked vehicles.
The "ASTP Docking DynuL_CS" dlgltal program can duplicate all the oper-
scions for docking except tunnel sealing and structural ring latch.
Presented in Figure 3 are the coordinate systems and vector directions
used co describe the docking systems relationship with respect to each
vehicle and the inertial frame. Each vehicle and the active docking system
guide ring are represented as bodies with point mass. The order of rotation
Co resolve one body's axles system into another is shown on Figure 4.
VEHICLE GEOMETRY
To dace, two different vehicle combinations have been simulated for
docking loads and dynamic analysts. Figure 5 shows the vehicle geometry of
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the Apollo CSM docking with the Russian Soyuz spacecraft. Figure 6 shows the
Shuttle orbiter docking with another orbiter. In each instance, the docking
system is parallel with the X axis as required by the math model. This
requires the user to rotate mass properties of the vehicles to the axis sys-
tem used by the math model. Notice that the guide location with respect co
the +Y axis in each instance is different depending on the values assigned
to the geometry input &PRO and ALPHA.
VEHICLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
The "ASTP Docking Dynmnlcs" program includes reaction Jet control sys-
tems for three different vehicles: The Apollo CSH, the Soyuz spacecraft,
and the orbiter. All three are basically attitude and rate-feedback control
systems that activate specific combinations of reaction Jets which generate
pitch, yaw, and roll moments. These moments counteract any external forces,
like docking, in an attempt at maintaining a particular inertial attitude.
In addition to attitude hold, the control system may be commanded to
provide closing thrust of translation Jets oriented parallel to the X axis
of each vehicle. Closing thrust is cued by time after contact and terminated
at some specified time after capture latch engagement of the docking system.
The attitude-hold control system of either vehicle can be switched to
the "rate damping only" mode or into the "free" (no control) mode at some
specified time after docking capture latch engagement.
The attitude-hold control system is of the general form shown in Figure 7
and is common to all three axes of rotation on all three vehicles. Figures 8,
9, and 10 present the reaction control Jet configuration activated by the
control system- for the CSM, the Soyuz, and the orbiter.
At present, the control systems are defined in subroutine "RCS.*' How-
ever, there are t_o models of thls subroutine. One describes the CSM and
Soyuz, and the other defines orbiter-to-orbiter control system configurations.
A modification to the program is being planned to include both RCS subroutines
with a call symbol to define which one is desired.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Time-dependant equations of motion, oriented with respect to a body-axis
system in an inertial frame (nonprinclpal) for three bodies, i.e. active
vehicle, docking ring, and passive vehicle, are from the classic Newtonian
mechanics found in any good dynamics text or in engineering handbooks such as
"Marks' Mechanical Engineers Handbook." The generalized equations are of the
position, velocity and acceleration form as follows"
r o - rq + r
V o = Vq + r. + V
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The foregoing equations were expended into the X, Y, Z axes by
John A. Schliesing of NASA for the docking dynamics mathematical model.
Interdependent sets of the six basic force and moment equations were developed
for each of the three bodies relative to its own center of gravity, but
referenced to the coordinate system of the target vehicle. To facilitate
relative values between the bodies. The equations are:
ZF=- 0 - O
ZFy- 0 Z%- :y&.0
_.F z - Ma z = 0 ]:Mz - Iz_ = 0
The locations of the foregoing equations are identified by subroutine




The docking program starts itself by positioning the two vehlcle
centers of gravltywith the proper wlss distance and angular ais-
alignments at the interface, but with a relatively large axial
distance between the docking interfaces. It then iterates by
incrementally reducing the axial separation ,mtil contact occurs
between the docking system guides or guide rings. Once the contact
point is established, the vehidles are mathematically released
to continue dynamics at the input relative velocities and angular
rates. If the geometries of the guides and guide rings are not
compatible with the input miss distance and angular misalignment,
i.e., • guide misses the oncoming guide ring, the program will con-
tinue operating until some computation sees a metal-to-metal
penetration that results in a step load of millions of pounds or
until a sine/cosine function tries to take the square root of a
negative ntmber. An abnormal termination of the run will result.
Some of the input values cannot be zero without causing the program
to terminate on divide check errors. It is suggested r_hat a small
positive number be used instead of zero; otherwise, a search
through the listing is in order to determine the effect of the zero
prior to a run.
3. There are no small angle approximations in the mathematical
descriptions.
4. The program is_ritten cn a "flat" earth basis; i.e., orbital
mechanics have not been included.
5, There are three time stops in the program that limit run time. The
first stop permits a specified run time during which capture must be
accomplished; otherwise the program wtll terminate. The second






third time stop is determined by the CFU time specified in the JCL
cards. It is recommended that all three input time stops be
utilized to prevent waste of auto comp time, print, and plotted data.
Since the integration package uses the same integration interval for
all three body masses, the smallest mass will determine the size of
integration interval that can be used. The larger the interval, the
less the auto comp time required, until the interval becomes large
enough to cause nu_erical instability in the dynamics of the smallest
mass of the three bodies. At present, some investigation is
required to optimize the integration interval to use with a partic-
ular set of docking masses.
The print Intervsl can be specified in the input data. Care should
be exercised in selecting the print interval to prevent the generation






The input data for the "ASTP Docklng Dynamics" prosram are best
displayed on the keypunch decJ_al data forms presented in this section. The
data are arranged in lettered arrays In an attempt at maintaining a rationale
order. As the program Is modified, the order is sometimes vlolated. The
follov_g is the present order of input data as seen in the data forms:
Data Type Array Page
Vehicle mass properties A & B 1
Attenuator locations, C 2 & 3
8uide ring sprinB
constant, hydraulics
InXtlal contact conditions C & T 3 & II
Retract mochaniem D 4 & 5
Plot and print controls E 5
InteKration controls F 6
Active vehicle (CSH) AA 6 & 7
control system
Target vehicle (Soyuz) AT 8 & 9
control system
Orbiter control system GBABY 7 & 8
Attenuator orifice areas C8 10
Attenuator stroke at SS I0
orifice areas
Guide ring mass properties ADD 11
Guide locations, l_atch ADD 11 & 12
sprlng constant
Attenuator tension sprln8 ADD 12 & 13











Retract motor torque TQE, RPM 15 & 16
vs. RPM
Run title
Run configuration lntergers 17
indicators
DEFINITION OF INPUT DATA NOMENCLATURE
Input data nomenclature is listed and defined in the description column
of the example decimal data forms. Additional explanation is required of
some of the more complex input data as follows:
1.
2.
C(2) through C(8) locate attenuator connections to the base structure
and the guide rln8 as shown in Figure II. Angles are positive in the
directions shown. The geometry of the guides on the target vehicle
duplicate those on the active vehicle. The corresponding target
guide edges are numbered as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 13 defines attenuator orifice areas and piston areas and
presents a diagram of the attenuator.
3, Docking contact conditions (i.e., relative velocity and position
combinations ex.istlng at initial docking contact) selected for
maximum load analysis should satisfy the following general
requirements:
a. Magnitudes should be within the design docking contact conditions
listed in the specifications.
b. Combinations should be in a direction to maximize the energy of
contact.
c. Conditions should exercise as many possible loading points and
mechanism functions as practical.
The initial contact conditions are defined as follows:
The relative closing velocity is defined as +X velocity between the
vehicle C.G.'s in the passive vehicle axis system.
The relative lateral velocity is defined as a combination of Y and Z




















- LOCATES THE ATTENUATOR ATTACH POINTS
ON THE BASE STRUCTURE OF THE ACTIVE
VEHICLE FOR ATTENUATORS NO. 1 AND 2
IN DEGREES. ATTENUATORS ARE NUHBERED
COUNTERCLOCI_ISE LOOKING IN THE
-X DIRECTION.
- LOCATES GUIDE EDGE NO. 1 INTERSECT
WITH THE GUIDE RING IN RADIANS.
GUIDE EDGES ARE NUHBERED CLOCIG/ISE
LOOKING IN THE -X DIRECTION.


































ATTENUATOR RETURN CYLINDER AREA, AC FOR RETURN
PUT IN A LARGE NUMBER, EQUATIONS NOT VALID FOR RETURN
ACCUHULATOR ORIFICE AREA, SAPO
METERING PIN ORIFICE LENGTH, DLGTH
RETURN INNER CYLINDER AREA, B FOR RETURN
ATTENUATOR COMPRESSION CYLINDER AREA, AC FOR COMPRESSION
OPEN METERING PIN ORIFICE AREA, B FOR COMPRESSION
C0(10) RESULTING ORIFICE AREA AS PIN MOVES
SS(IO) STROKE AT POINTS OF PIN ORIFICE AREA
)_C02(IO) RETURN ORIFICE AREA ARRAY
) _ SS2(10) STROKE AT POINTS OF RETURN ORIFICE AREA
ORD(I) _ ORD(|O) SPRING FORCE ARRAY
ABB(1) _ ABB(|O) SPRING STROKE PER LOAD ARRAY
(-




The miss distance between vehicle docking systems is measured normal
(Y and Z directions) to the passive vehicle X axis to a point defined
by the centerllne of a plane passing through the foruardmost part of
the active docking system.
The relative angular velocity between the docking vehicles axes of
rotation assumes the passive vehicle has no angular rate and the
active vehicle is rotating about any of its axes. The direction of
angular velocity will be chosen to amplify the lateral velocity at
the docking interface to provide maximum loads and more difficult
capture conditions.
The relative attitude between the docking vehicles axes of rotation
assumes the passive vehicle is at zero inertial attitude and the
active vehicle is _tsaligned for maximum _oads and capture perform-
ance. The direction of the angular _tsalignment will be selected to
align the active vehicle X axis as near as possible to the total C.G.
relative velocity vector.
The following input data locations define the initial conditions at
docking contact:
C(19) - TRDRO - Angle about +X T (right-hand rule) measured from
+YT to the radial in which miss distance is to exist.
C(20) - _ffSS - Lateral distance between docking system centerlines,
miss distance, unfortunately named XHISS.
C(40) - TI/ANG - Angle about +_ (right-hand rule) measured from
+YT to the plane of pltch/yaw misallg_ment.
C(41) - THTOT - Relative angular misalignment in the pitch/yaw
misalignment plane.
C(42) - THVEL - Angle about +X T (rlght-hand rule) measured from
+YT to the radial in which lateral velocity is to exist.
C(43) - VL - Radial velocity, relative laterial velocity.
C(44) - OMEG_ - Relative roll race.
C(45) - OMEGT - Relative angular rate in the pltch/yaw plane.
C(46) - THOMEL - Angle about +X T (rlght-hand rule) measured from
+YT to the pitch/yaw plane in which angular rate is to exist.
T(25) - XAD - Closing velocity in the +X A direction.
The above input for initial conditions is demonstrated by the example






)( CLOSING VELOCITY - !.O FPS
T(25) - I.O
LATERAL VELOCITY ,, 0 FP$ I
C(42)/ ml 90.LATERAL VELOCITY - +.1 DEG/SEC .....
er PITCH RATE ,, -!.O DEG/SEC ! C(46) - 90.
_z ROLL RATE ,, O DEG/SEC J --
_x YAW RATE - O DEG/SEC C(44) ,, O.O
er PITCH ANGLE " -5 DEG ! -
_;z ROLL ANGLE - 0 DEG ] ......C(40) " 90.





Y HISS 0ISTANCE 0 FT I .........
Z .__HISS I)_IST__ANCE. -I_OFT: ..... J C(lS) ,, 90. C(20) ,, -I.O
+Z T ¢
+XT
"_'HISS DISTANCE (-I.0 FT)
(
A
THE DOCKING SYSTEH CENTER LINE HUST BE INPUT
PARALLEL TO THE HATH HOOEL X AXIS; I.E., HASS
PROPERTIES NORHALLY PUBLISHED WITH X AXIS
POINTING OUT THE FRONT OF THE VEHICLE HUST
BE ROTATED TO PARALLEL THE DOCKING SYSTEH.
_ Ft_r_ z4. Di.Zrm oJ Z,,t_i,,ZCoudlC*0_
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_ Soars O_onFlock_ll Inlema_l
. The maximum load search interval E(4) and case number I(5) provide
punched card data at time slices where maximum loads occur on the
target vehicle docking system. The cards are used lu an ancillary
program, written by Herb Reed in Department 215, to print out maxi-
mum loads data in the format used in ASTP documentation. The ancil-
lary program has not yet been incorporated in the "ASTP Docking
Dynamics" program.
51 The CRT plotting subroutine stores 1100 data points per parameter.
If E(g)-DESLC is input too small, plotted data points will end before
the run stops. If E(8) is input as >IO0 seconds, the program will
automatically set the plot interval to spread the data points
throughout the run time input in E(3) stmmed with ADD(74).
61 Both the active vehicle and target vehicle control systems can change
control modes based on time prior to capture latch and time after
latch engagement. AA(1) specifies a time after contact that closing
thrust will be applied to the active vehicle. AA(18) specifies how
long after capture latch closing thrust wlll terminate. AA(17) set
equal to -1.0 will cause the active vehicle attitude rate gains to
switch to the values in AA(19), AA(20), and AA(21), which, if set
equal to zero, will simulate the "free" or "drift" mode. All other
control system parameters are defined in the control system discussion.
7. The guide ring mass properties, guide location, and guide geoRetry
are described by input data ADD(1) through ADD(18). All are self-
explanatory except ADD(14) through ADD(17), which are clarified in
Figure 15.
1 The capture latch is a roller tb_t locks in bearing on a 45-degree
surface of the target vehicle interface at the center of each guide.
The spring constant of the latch and backup structure, as well as the
resulting Latch load, is oriented internal to the program at a
45-degree angle. The load direction on the roller is radially out-
hoard at the center of each active guide 45 degrees off the +X axis
as shown in Figure 5.
SHUTTLE ORBITER DOCKING INPUT DATA
The following pages are a last of the loads analysis, computer input
data. The input data describe the docking system eharacteristicsj docking
vehicle mass properties, and vehicle control system characteristics as used
for orbiter docking to orbiter.
- 24 -
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ASTP DOCKING PROGRAM INPUT DATA
The followlng pages list of the load analyses, computer input data. The
input data describe the docklng system characteristics, docking vehlcle mass
properties, and vehicle control system characteristics as used for Apollo CSM
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The output data from this program are in two forms: (1) numerical
printout of dockJJng loads and motion and (2) cathode-ray tube (CRT) plotted
dockinE loads and motion time histories, The following pages are an example
of printed and plotted program output and are followed by definitions of each
data symbol and its units.
The user has considerable responsibility in controlling program output
as described in the description col.--- of the input data sheets. Integration
step size, output printing, and plotting intervals, as well as the various
program stop times, can all be specified in the input data by the user and
will materially affect solution accuracy, output volume, computer run time,
and resulting cost. A Ions run time and a small print interval will get you
50 to 100 pounds of printout paper, most of which you will not want.
Normal printed output for each case will look like the example: six
pages of printed input data, and two pages at each time point during the run,
The CRT data output will be approximately 50 pages of plotted time histories.
If certain parameters remain zero throughout the run, their plots will not
be included in the CRT.
















Current time during docking dynamics sec
Case number, i.e., .60000000E01 = Case 6 N/A
Acceleration vector of CSM WRT inertial frame fc/sec 2
Acceleration vector of Soyuz WRT inertial frame
Velocity vector of CSM_T inertial frame
ftlsec 2
ft/sec
Velocity vector of Soyuz WRT inertial frame ft/sec
P_._G PAGE BLA_K NOT FU_ME_
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Position vector of CSM C.G. _T inertial frame
Position vector of Soyuz C.C. _T inertial
frame
Angular rate of CSM about its body axis
Angular rate of Soyuz about its body axis
Angular Euler rate of CSM
Angular Euler rate of Soyuz
Euler angles of CSM
Euler angles of Soyuz vehicle
Force vector acting on CSM
Referred to CSM body coordinate system
Force vector acting on Soyuz
Referred to Soyuz body coordinate system
Torque vector acting on CSM
Referred to CSM body coordinate system
Torque vector acting on Soyuz























































Force vector acting on ring
Referred to ring coordinate system
Torque vector acting on ring
Referred to ring coordinate system
Vector acceleration of ring
Referred to inertial coordinate system
Angular rate vector of ring
Referred to ring coordinate system
Velocity vector of ring
Referred to inertial coordinate system
Euler rate of ring
Position vector of tins
Referred to inertial coordinate system
Euler angle of ring
Attitude control force vector of CSM
Referred to CSM body coordinate system
Attitude control force vector of Soyuz
Referred to Soyuz body coordinate system
Attitude control torque vector of CSM
Referred to CSM body coordinate system
Attitude control torque vector of Soyuz





















































Position vector of geometric center of
rtJag_rith respect to geometric center of
attenuator attach plane
Position vector of geometric center of ring
with respect to geometric center of mating
rlng on Soyuz referred to Soyuz body
coordinate system
Velocity vector of geometric center of ring
with respect to CSM coordinate system
Velocity vector of geo_etric center of ring
with respect to Soyuz coordinate system
Euler attitude of rlngwlth respect to CaM
Euler attitude of ring with respect to Soyuz
Angular rate of ring with respect to CaM
Angular rate of ring with respect to Soyuz
X-Y-Z components of vector length of six
attenuators with respect to active body
coordinate system
Absolute length of the six attenuators
Axial stroke of attenuators (+compressive)
Attenuator stroking velocity (+compressive)
Axial force in attenuators (+compressive)
Distance from ring base along guide edge to
point of load application - cam side

















































Guide force components, rlng axls system
on CSM
Distance to contact normal to CSM system guide
edge, (-) is in contact
Distance from rlng base along _de edge to
polnC of load appllcacion - Soyuz side
Angle from+¥ Axis to point of contact around
the CSM system rlng
Ring force on Soyuz Eu/de, guide axis system
on Soyuz
Ring force on CSM ring, in ring axis system
Distance Co contact normal to CSM ring edge
(-) is in contact
Angle frem+Y axis to point of contact around
the Soyuz ring
Distance from ring base LTons snide edge to
point of load application - CSM side
Force on Soyuz ring, in the Soyuz axls system
Force on CSM su£des, in the axis system of
the CSMring
.o
Force on the Soyuz ring surface nmeber 1, 2,
3, etc. in compression (-)
Distance to contact normal to the CSM guide

























(-) distance capture latch would penetrate
latching surface if not loaded, (+) no
contact
(-) distance along 45-degree latching
surface (+) no contact
Capture latch loads in bearing on a surface
that is 45-degree off the target vehicle
X axis between, target guides
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Inertial velocity, active vehicle C.C,





Inertial velocity, target vehicle C.G.,





Inertial velocity, guide ring C.C., in the




Position of the active vehicle C.G.
respect to the inertial frame located




Position of the target vehicle C.C.,
with respect to the inertial frame located




Position of the guide ring C.C., with respect
Co the inertial frame located initially




Angular rate of the active vehicle about its













Angular rate of the target vehicle about
its X, Y, and Z body axes
Angular rate of the guide ring about its
X, Y, and Z body axes
Euler angles of the active vehicle about the
X, Y, and Z axes respectively, i.e., phi,
theta, and psi
Euler angles of the target vehicle about the




Euler angles of the guide ring about the




Totsl force at the active vehicle C.G in its


















Total forces at the target vehicle C.G.





Total forces at the guide ring C.G. in its




Total moments about the active vehicle C.G.





Total moments about the target vehicle C.G.





Total moments about the guide ring C.G.




Time durations of active vehicle RCS forces




Time duration of target vehicle RCS forces




Axial force, stroke, and stroke rate of
attenuator (shock absorber) No. 1
SAME FOR ATTENUATORS NO. 2 THROUGH NO.6
RWTTA
XYZ
Guide ring position with respect to the




Guide ring relative angle about the active
vehicle interface base X, Y, and Z axes
VWRTA
XYZ
Guide ring relative velocity with respect
to the active vehicle interfsce
X, _ and Z axes
OWRTA
XYZ
Guide ring relative angular rate about the
active vehicle interface base


















RWRTT Guide ring position with respect to the target
vehicle docking interface structural base
center llne
A_TT Guide rlng relative angle about the target
vehlcle interface base X, Y, and Z axes
VWRTT Guide ring relative velocity with respect
to the target vehicle interface
X, Y, and Z axes
OWRTT Guide ring relative angular rate about the




Normal force on the active guide edges
1 through 3




Normal force between target vehicle guide
edges 1 through 3 on active vehicle
guide ring




Normal force between acClve vehicle guide
edges 1 through 3 on target vehicle
guide ring




Docking moments about the active vehicle
docking interface structural base
X, Y, and Z axes




Docking moments about the target vehicle
docking interface structural base
X. Y, and Z axes





Normal distance between target vehicle guides
and some reference point on the active





















Retract motor torque used to draw capture-
latched vehicles together
Force in retract cables Nos. I, 2, and 3
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LOCATIONS OF PRIMARY FUNCTIONS
The following is a list of primary functions and their locations in
the program. Purpose of the list is to aid the user in locating possible
modifications.
Function Subroutine












FORCE i, FORCE 3 OUTPUT
SHOCK
FORCE 1
FORCE 1, FORCE
FORCE I
FORCE l, OUTPUT
FORCE 3
RCS
MAIN, MASTER
MASTER, DERFUN
GRAPH, PNTCRT
OUTPUT, OtrlTT
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